ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
RIGID DRAG MAT
PARTS INCLUDED

① 2 DRAG BRACES
② LEVELING BAR FRAME
③ HOLDING BAR
④ RIGID DRAG MAT

HARDWARE INCLUDED

- (8) 9/16” LOCK WASHERS
- (8) 9/16” NUTS
- (2) 9/16” BOLTS
- (2) ATTACHMENT CHAINS (WITH ATTACHED CLIPS)
- (1) LIFT CHAIN (WITH ATTACHED CLIPS)

TOOLS NEEDED

- 9/16” WRENCH AND SOCKET (OR TWO WRENCHES)
- (OPTIONAL) RUBBER MALLET

NOTE: KEEP ALL HANDS AND FEET CLEAR DURING USE.

NOTE: REFER TO THE DOCUMENTATION INCLUDED WITH YOUR INFIELD RASCAL® OR ABI FORCE™ FOR PROPER USE, ATTACHMENT INSTRUCTIONS, AND SAFETY PRECAUTIONS!

CAUTION: AN IMPROPERLY COUPLED TOOL CAN RESULT IN DAMAGE OR SERIOUS INJURY.
1) After carefully unboxing your rigid drag mat, ensure you have all the pieces mentioned on the previous page. Much of the hardware comes loosely attached for safe transport. Remove the 6 nuts and lock washers from the 6 bolts welded onto the frame. Leave the hardware connecting the two pieces of each brace attached. [fig. A]

2) Lift the 2 brace assemblies from the leveling bar bolts and set aside. Then, lift the holding bar off of the 6 frame bolts and set aside. [fig. A]

3) Starting at the ends, place the rigid mat onto each of the 6 welded frame bolts, ensuring the mat remains flat. NOTE: All 6 bolts fit into the SECOND ROW of links and each of two end bolts fit into the THIRD LINK FROM BOTH EDGES of the mat. Once the mat is placed correctly on the edges, some re-positioning may be needed on the middle frame bolts to remove buckles and flatten mat. [fig. B & inset]
4) Place each brace assembly on the left and right middle bolts over the holding bar. The angle-ended arm of each brace should be oriented outward. For a proper fit, you may need to gently loosen the connecting hardware to open up the arms of the brace. [fig. C]

5) Once the holding bar and two braces have been properly placed over the mat and on the frame, attach a lock washer and nut to each bolt. Tighten once all have been properly seated. Use two wrenches or a wrench and socket to tighten the arm connection on each brace. [fig. D]

6) TWO of the included chains are the same length. Clip these two chains to the eyelets on the front of the drag mat. The last chain attaches to the drilled holes on the joint of the angled braces (for easy lifting). [fig. E]

Congratulations! Your ABI Rigid Drag Mat is ready to use on your ABI™ product! Remember to refer to your tool’s documentation for proper use and safety guidelines!